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New and Previously-Owned, Late-Model
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE AND RENT

McCloskey J45 Jaw Crusher
Approx. 500 hrs., Volvo D11 Tier 4F, 

360 HP, Overband Magnet, Manual Variable 
Speed, Hopper Extension, Longer Pan 
Feeder, Wireless Remote Control, Dust 

Covers-Spray Bars

2009 Timbco 445  
EXL Feller Buncher

SN: 92505, approx. 12,000 hrs., Tracked 
Feller Buncher w/Out Head

2009 CMI C400 Mulcher
John Deer 12L, 450HP, 12V Electrical 
System, D5-H Type Undercarriage w/

Elevated Final Drive, Over $100,000 refurb. 

2014 Komptech 
Cribus 2800 

SN: 27018, approx. 605 hrs.,  
Wheeled Trommel with Multiple Drums

2017 Morbark 4600XL
Track Wood Hog

Tier II C27, 1,050 HP

2014 Barko 240  
Feller Buncher

SN: 23625, approx. 859 hrs., Tracked Feller 
Buncher w/Quadco Hot Saw (18C)

2013 Komptech 
Crambo 5000

SN: 167268, approx. 1,058 hrs., Tracked 
Dual Shaft, Slow Speed Shredder

2012 Morbark 3800XL
SN: 191-1027, approx. 3,675 hrs.,  
800 HP CAT, Rubber Tire Grinder

Call Mark DiSalvo at (937) 424-7678, or your local Columbus Equipment  
representative, for complete listing information today!

$425,000 $85,000 $165,000 $719,000

$400,000 $275,000 $125,000

2015 Komatsu XT  
445L Feller Buncher 

w/Quadco 22SC, 3,800 hrs.

2014 McCloskey  
516RE Trommel

625 hrs.

2014 Barko 240  
Feller Buncher  

Excellent Condition, Cummins Warranty thru 
10/18, Hotsaw Plumbed/Rated up to 20", 

approx. 1,480 hrs.

Montgomery Industries 
75CSKC Hogs and  

Wood Grinders

$180,000 $195,000 $15,000 $320,000

SOLD



Where Profitability and Sustainability Meet™

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

Thin-web hex screens, or high-production screens, 
are a win-win for mulch companies using Morbark 
grinders, according to Aaron Dunham, Environmental 
Division product support sales rep. These screens dra-
matically increase production rates on mulch regrinding 
applications and create a more consistent product.

Production rates are increased by one-third or more, 
so if a machine typically regrinds 250 yards of mulch in 
an hour with a traditional screen, it could regrind close 
to 350 yards with the new, thin-web screens. In fact, 
the screens are so fast that some owners have had to 
find a faster way to load the grinder.

Wood Products Specialist Jesse Garber began experi-
menting with screening technology about a year ago. He 
worked with Morbark to make some screens with more 
holes per square foot by decreasing the amount of metal 
webbing between holes. The screens Morbark made have 
25 to 30 percent more holes than a traditional screen.

Garber expected faster production, but he was 
surprised to see the consistency of the product also 
improved. He found that with more cutting edges on 
these screens, the material passing through hits more 
cutting edges, which helps consistency. He predicts thin 
web screens will become the standard for regrinding as 
more mulch companies see how fast these screens are.

The thin-web screens do have a shorter life expectancy 

than traditional screens, but most contractors believe 
the increased production rates more than make up for 
the shorter use period, Dunham (pictured below) said.

Thin-web screens are available with holes from 1.5 to 
3 inches. On screens with larger holes, it’s not feasible to 

decrease the webbing because screens would lose the 
necessary rigidity. 

Morbark is now producing thin-web screens for use  
in all Morbark grinders, and they are in stock at 
Columbus Equipment Company. If you have any questions 
or want to order the screens, contact Aaron Dunham at 
(513) 678-2430 or aaron@columbusequipment.com. 

Morbark Thin-Web Hex Screens:

FAST BECOMING  
THE NEW STANDARD

Garber expected faster  
production, but he was surprised 

to see the consistency of the 
product also improved.
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North Suburban Tree:
COUNTS ON DEPENDABLE CMI EQUIPMENT IN TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS

North Suburban Tree began in 1979 and since then, 
co-owner Steve Blum has developed strong opinions 
about what equipment is best for productivity, maneu-
verability, and keeping employees safe ... and CMI is 
the hands-down winner. 

North Suburban Tree owns two CMI 450s with 
mulching heads, a 250 with a mulching head, and 
a 400 with a stump grinder. “CMIs are good, tough 
machines. They are well-engineered and made for cold 
weather,” Blum said. “Other machines we own seem to 
be prone to frequent breakdowns.”

Blum purchased their first CMI from Columbus 
Equipment Company in 2014 and soon ordered more. 
“We really appreciate the reliability we get with the 

CMI machines. Downtime affects all aspects of the 
production schedule, as well as overall costs and our 
reputation.”  He particularly likes the FAE mulching 
heads CMI uses, noting that upsized bearings and shafts 
make the FAE heads “durable and tough.”

He also finds the CMI’s balance and maneuverability 
is excellent, especially on the hills North Suburban 
Tree frequently encounters. The company, based in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, primarily performs industrial 
land clearing, compost filter sock installation and seeding 
for highways, buildings and energy-related projects in 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio. Projects can 
cover as much as 1,000 acres.

While CMI machines are made tough for adverse 
conditions, they have a comfortable cab that increases 
operator productivity, Blum said. “CMI cabs are certified for 
safety, which is very important to us. North Suburban 
Tree has the best safety rating in the forestry industry. 
Utilizing machines that offer operator protection has 
helped us achieve this status.” 

The pressurized cabs keep dirt out, and they provide 
great visibility and creature comforts that help operators 
work longer shifts. “We meet and exceed customer 
expectations and scheduled deadlines, which has 

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

“CMIs are good,  
tough machines. They are  

well-engineered and made  
for cold weather.”

Steve Blum; Co-Owner, North Suburban Tree

North Suburban Tree Co-Owner Steve Blum (left, pictured with the company’s CMI C450 mulcher and Bob Stewart of Columbus Equipment 
Company) knows land clearing. He also knows what he likes, and what works for his business. In a word (or two) … CMI equipment.



Where Profitability and Sustainability Meet™

North Suburban Tree:
COUNTS ON DEPENDABLE CMI EQUIPMENT IN TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS

made North Suburban Tree one of the most sought 
after clearing companies. The overall CMI cab design 
provides our operators the comfort they need to work 
longer shifts, helping to reduce fatigue,” Blum added.

Another of Blum’s preferred tools is a Komatsu 
PC290 excavator equipped with a Rotobec grapple, an 
“unbeatable combination” in his opinion. “The PC290 
is a good sized machine with enough power and 
maneuverability to handle slopes and get the job done. 
It has the weight, size and strength needed so you can 
handle the trees without worrying about the machine 

losing stability. It offers incredible control.”  
“The Rotobec grapple equipped with a hydraulic 

chainsaw removes manual labor from many tasks, 
reduces hazards and is capable of more precise 
moves,” he added. 

The PC290/Rotobec is frequently sent into difficult 
terrain where trees need to be moved and organized. 
Blum calls this combination “perfect for nasty terrain. It’s 
nimble, stable and can really get around. It can do much 
more than most machines can in that application.”

North Suburban Tree has been a Columbus Equipment 
Company customer for more than a decade, and Blum 
is very happy with the service and support they receive 
from the Environmental Division Sales Representative, 
Bob Stewart and Columbus Equipment technicians. 
“Bob Stewart is really knowledgeable, considerate 
and fair. The service department knows what we are 
up against, and if they don’t have the answers, they 
get them for us. We get great support from Columbus 
Equipment Company. They stand behind their commit-
ment of service, and offer the support needed for their 
customers. We truly appreciate them,” Blum said.

Durable, maneuverable and backed by great support. 
It’s easy to see why Blum praises equipment from 
Columbus Equipment Company.

“We get great support 
from Columbus Equipment 

Company. They stand behind 
their commitment of service, 
and offer the support needed 
for their customers. We truly 

appreciate them.”
Steve Blum; Co-Owner, North Suburban Tree

North Suburban Tree’s CMI C450 mulcher—pictured clearing land around Range Resources’ John Elliott 11826 well in Canonsburg, PA—needs to 
be “tough, well-engineered and safe”, as Blum described, to handle unforgiving environments that can encompass 1,000 acres.
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Columbus Equipment Company Introduces
KPI-JCI AND ASTEC MOBILE SCREENS CRUSHING AND SCREENING EQUIPMENT

With KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens equipment now 
available from Columbus Equipment Company, Ohio con-
tractors have easy access to some of the finest crushing and 
screening equipment available for applications including 
recycling, aggregate and construction.

“These are the premier brands for their sectors, offering 
solutions for a wide variety of applications,” noted Bob 
Stewart, aggregate-processing equipment specialist. 
Columbus Equipment Company will focus on mobile 
crushing and screening equipment. 

KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens is made up of 
three American manufacturing companies that are 
sector leaders: Kolberg-Pioneer, Johnson Crushers 
International and Astec Mobile Screens. The organization 

is part of Astec Industries, the leading manufacturer 
of equipment for applications including asphalt road 
building, aggregate processing, and wood processing. 

One of the most exciting products is the new Astec 
Mobile Screens ProSizer® 3600 for use with Recycled 
Asphalt Product (RAP), Stewart said. “It is going to be 
a revolutionary piece of equipment for our market here 
in Ohio.” This easy-to-set-up plant—which includes a 
large impactor, recirculating belt and high frequency 
screen, or a conventional incline screen on one 
chassis—quickly turns RAP into reusable material. 
Columbus Equipment Company debuted the machine 
at the Ohio Asphalt Expo in March.

Some highly-productive, KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile 
Screens machines are already in our rental fleet:

The FT4250 is a track-mounted horizonal impactor 
that can be used in tight areas to crush material. The 
6- by 12-foot, double-deck screen is the largest in the 
industry on a track machine. The FT4250 can crush and 
track at the same time, increasing uptime by 30 percent. 

The FT2650 track-mounted jaw crusher is a large-capacity, 
self-contained plant that uses a combination of engine 
loads, hydraulic pressure and an ultrasonic sensor to 
manage product flow for maximum production. The 
FT2650 has more than 25 percent higher through-put 
than competitive models.

Ohio’s Dependable Dealer

“These are the premier  
brands for their sectors,  

offering solutions for a wide 
variety of applications.”

Bob Stewart, Aggregate-Processing Equipment Specialist
Columbus Equipment Company
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Columbus Equipment Company Introduces
KPI-JCI AND ASTEC MOBILE SCREENS CRUSHING AND SCREENING EQUIPMENT

KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens state-of-the-art 
equipment—and ultimately our customers—will also 
benefit from stellar support for Columbus Equipment 
Company service departments and technicians. If our 
technicians are working late on your equipment and 
have a question, someone at the factory is available 
to assist them 24/7, so your equipment can be back 
online faster. The company’s online ordering system 
helps identify parts by machine serial number, allowing 
our parts department to immediately find the part a 
customer needs.

With the manufacturer’s MobileStar onboard diagnostics  
tools, Columbus Equipment Company technicians, or your 
own maintenance personnel, can log in to see what is 
causing a problem. MobileStar can also send warning alerts 
and notifications about preventive maintenance. “With 
these tools at our disposal and our fleet of service trucks 

with highly-trained technicians, you can be 100% confident 
in the best support available in the region,” Stewart said. 

Recognizing that many customers are moving into the 
digital world, KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens also supplies 
customers with both a print version and an electronic version 
of the operators’ and parts manuals. 

“We are very excited to have Columbus Equipment 
Company join our distributor network,” said Ron Earl, 
Vice President, Sales & Marketing, for KPI-JCI and 
Astec Mobile Screens. “For over 60 years, CEC has 
offered excellent product support for its customers.”

For information on KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens 
equipment, contact Bob Stewart at 440-752-0836 
or bobs@columbusequipment.com … and bring 
crushing success to your operation.

The FT4250 can crush  
and track at the same  

time, increasing uptime  
by 30 percent. 

The new Astec Mobile Screens 
ProSizer® 3600 is going to be a 

revolutionary piece of equipment 
for our market here in Ohio.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION
Regional Commitment

COLUMBUS
(614) 443-6541

TOLEDO
(419) 872-7101

CINCINNATI
(513) 771-3922

RICHFIELD
(330) 659-6681

CADIZ
(740) 942-8871

DAYTON
(937) 879-3154

MASSILLON
(330) 833-2420

ZANESVILLE
(740) 455-4036

PAINESVILLE
(440) 352-0452

PIKETON
(740) 289-3757
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To find an authorized dealer near you go to www.morbark.com/find-a-dealer. 
Be sure to ask about special pallet discounts too. 

PERFORMANCE AND SAVINGS WORTH HOWLING ABOUT!
SIDE-BY-SIDE 
TESTING

GRINDER CRUSHER 
SCREEN

PART#GCS14B1

MORBARK® 
ALPHA 3

PART#40749-571

AVG INSERT/TIP RUN 
TIME

31 HR, 35 MIN 44 HR, 35 MIN

MSRP COST PER INSERT $24.00 $25.05

AVG COST PER 
GRINDING HR

.76¢ PER HR .56¢ PER HR

AVG. ANNUAL 
OPERATING TIME - TUB 
GRINDER

2,080 HR 2,080 HR

AVG. ANNUAL INSERT/
TIP COST

$28,454.00 PER YR $20,966.00 PER YR

ANNUAL SAVINGS $7,400

In side-by-side testing, Morbark® put their Alpha 3 insert to the test against 
competitor, GrinderCrusherScreen™, GCS14B1 insert. The testing crew 
encountered the same challenges customers face in the field every day, 
including working in dusty and dirty conditions, and hitting foreign objects 
often hidden from sight in materials being processed. In total, 20,450 yards 
of waste was processed, equating to approximately 255 yards per hour. 

In the end, the results clearly proved the Alpha 3 not only out-performed the 
GrinderCrusherScreen insert, but also has the potential to save customers 
thousands of dollars in grinder wear parts on an annual basis. Now that’s 
something to HOWL about!

For special, pallet-discount pricing on your next Alpha 3 inserts,  
contact Aaron Dunham at (513) 678-2430 or aaron@columbusequipment.com today!

To find an authorized dealer near you go to www.morbark.com/find-a-dealer. 
Be sure to ask about special pallet discounts too. 
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